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What Can We Determine from This Information?

The information that is collected in the analysis done of your saliva sample by 23andMe comes directly
from your DNA. Each ancestry-based genetic analysis company chooses a selection of DNA to analyze.
This selection consists of 650,000-750,000 individual bases (A’s, T’s, G’s, or C’s) that are believed to be
meaningfully different enough between human beings to confer some information about that individual and
their ancestry.

The presence of these individual bases where varation can occur, which are called Single Nucleotide Polymor-
phisms (SNPs) is highly accurate, save for a few locations where there have been misreads that can be caught
with duplicate testing. However, by itself, the presence of any given base at a locus does not mean much. It
needs to be corroborated with population data, which is how we begin to notice associations with regional
ancestry and genetic diseases.

Because the clarity of the regional history depends on how full a picture we have of human genetic history
at large, the percentage-based makeup of a human can change as the amount of genetic information on file
grows.

Additionally, some medical-related SNPs are highly proven, such as those pertaining to well-studied conditions
like breast cancer or having blue eyes. But many are very experimental, and understanding the connection
between the base and the medical outcome relies on and will continue to rely on biological experimentation
and record keeping. This is why we have to be mindful when interpreting results that have minor or major
medical implications.

Headings

The utility of a secondary service like Promethease is that it links the SNP-readout provided by 23andMe,
Ancestry, Heritage, etc. to the relevant research on each individual SNP and the allele that it codes for in
the human. This kind of a link is a constant work in progress, as studies will be replicated or expanded on
and found to be stronger, weaker, or more ambiguous. Additionally, the “link” is a connection to a piece of
scientific literature that relates in some way to the allele present in your genotype. It is in no way conclusive
without further testing.

It’s very important to take this information while keeping in perspective that it is in large part experimental,
though this does not mean that it is inaccurate. It is not incontrovertible, because it does not mean that any
person with any given allele will definitely see the outcome prescribed by that allele.

Promethease groups SNPs as either good, bad, or neutral. It is easy to sort based on any of these conditions or
to be more specific and filter by those with behavioral implications, medication-related, and other categories.

Neutral

It is important to note that sometimes, the genetic features described in a SNP can be completely inaccurate.
This report includes the SNP rs1454292(T;T) straighter hair and this individual has extremely curly
hair. Sometimes, the effects mentioned in a SNP simply do not manifest.
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Also, SNPs can be quirky. rs13146789 (T;T) was referenced in one publication that surveyed 767 Finnish
people from 76 different families in their ability to discern musical pitch. This allele seemed to separate those
who could from those who couldn’t with 84% accuracy. The SNP, which is part of the PCDH7 protocadherin
7 gene, might play a role in the workings of the inner ear. This is cool, but not particularly reputable or
medically relevant.

Bad

The first “bad” trait I will bring up is one that has been heavily researched. Breast cancer is of large concern
to much of the population. Specifically mutations on the BRCA1 gene are shown to be useful in their
predictive ability of a person developing breast cancer.

This promethease report shows mutation ** rs16942(A;G) "very slightly increased breast cancer risk** :

This is one of 25 SNPs that has been shown to confer an elevated risk of breast cancer. Alone, it amounts to
a very small increase, but it is cumulative with other factors. This mutation is present in the BRCA1 gene,
but it is not one of the two mutations found to be causitive of breast cancer alone. It has been mentioned in
4 publications. This SNP does not independently create a high risk of breast cancer, and the papers that
reference the mutation do not provide any modified guidelines for preventative breast cancer screenings.

The next SNP I will look at in the report is rs225014 (C;T) 1.3-1.79x risk of osteoarthritis, 1.6x
bipolar, etc:

This is a particularly interesting mutation because it has implications for both a behavioral and a medical
outcome. Deviations from the normal orientation of base pairs, which is T;T, have shown small increases in
the likelihood of either or both of these conditions in 10 different publications. Rarely does a publication
reference both conditions, so O.A. is substantiated by 2 publications, bipolar disorder by another respective
2, and various other conditions including hypothyroidism and diabetes by the remaining 6 papers. It is not
alone conclusive and does not predict the presence or potential of either of these conditions.

Good

This section will look at SNPs with “good” repute. rs1746048 (C;T) 0.94x decreased risk for coronary
heart disease confers a lower risk of coronary artery disease and heart attack. It is corroborated by 9
publications, and it might in fact confer some lower risk. However, it does not mean that a person is not
capable of getting a heart disease and does not mean that they should disregard the guidelines of medical
professionals.

One of the most interesting things we can find in genotypic variation is potential difference in cognition.
SNP rs17070145 (C;T) increased memory performance relates the mutation to the findings of a Swiss
study that “carriers of the T allele had 24% better free recall perfomance 5 min after word presentation
and 19% better recall performance 24 hours after word presentation”. A finding of similar magnitude was
exhibited in a US study group. This is perhaps not clinically significant, but interesting.
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